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[Cnpyright, 1926 ] 
Confidential Information on Lifting and Lifters 
In 1902, when I first became interested ill heavy-weight exercise, such things as 
heavy dumb-bells were very scarce. At that time you could occasionally find a gym­
nasium where they had a 50 lb., a 65 lb., a 75 lb., or 100 lb. dumb-bell, of the solid 
variety; adjustable dumb-bells were practically unknown, alld so hard to get that when 
I wanted one I had to make it myself. 
As related elsewhere, I foullded the first company for making adjustable heavy­
weight bar-bells and dumb-bells. I designed and introduced the first bar-bell three­
combination apparatus. So far as I know, I was the first in this country to write and 
publish courses of illstruction in heavy-weight exercise. 
Vlhen I started out, I thollght I had at last foulld the royal road to strength. I 
was fascinated by what I thought were the possibilities of the progressive system. 
I taught it for years. I founded the first magazine-a little pamphlet-which dealt 
exclusively with heavy-weight work. In course of time I saw my business grow to the 
point where I sold fifty times as mallY bar-bells as I did whell I started. 
But the longer I was in the business, the less I liked it. 1\1y confidence in the in­
fallibility of the system decreased, and fiilally evaporated. I tell you I never again will 
recommend to any man that he should use heavy weights. I know too much about 
them. Oh, they have their uses; and also, their abuses. A few naturally strong and 
absolutely sound men can use them for muscle-building purposes. All others should 
think twice before attempting their use. 
In 1919 I sold my bar-bell business and my original magazine. As most of you 
know I later went back and worked for myoid concern. But meanwhile I had 
become vastly interested in the work of Edwin Checkley. In 1921 I revived his 
teachings. I republished his book. I founded the Checkley Bureau. (And the more 
I studied Checkley, the less time I had for heavy exercise.) The ollly reason I men­
tion this is because some of my opponents are sending out letters in which they make 
the statement that I published Checkley "on the side," while I still owned the Bar-bell 
business; which, for accuracy, is on a par with the rest of their statements about me. 
Here is the whole trouble. As long as I wrote about lifting and taught heavy 
weight exercise, I was (according to the weight-lifters) great. 'iVhen I renounced 
weights, then (according to them) immediately I knew nothirig about exercise. Can 
you imagine a crowd, which in its own magazine advertises a book by me; saying that 
"Alan Calvert is the greatest living authority on booy building," and at the same time 
writes letters saying that I "a1l1 only a theorist." Bear this in mind. 'Vithout me 
there never would have been much-if any-bar-bell exercise done ill this country; 
there would have been no magazine devoted to it. 
I do not consider myself the "greatest living authority," etc. I only wish I were. 
But about heavy-weight exercise, I do know a lot; perhaps more than anyone else. 
o do not claim to be an expert on some phases of actual lifting, as practiced by some 
professionals. It hurts me to even hear about some of the things they do.) 
Are Weight-Lifters Stronger Than Other Men? 
I frankly confess that when I was yOUJ1g I was just as much hypnotized by pro­
fessional "strong men" as you are today. I was as strong as the average boy; maybe a 
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little stronger, for I could take a 65 lb. solid iron dumb-bell and push it slowly above 
my head with my right arm. But then I had done a lot of gym work, especially on 
the parallel bars, and consequently the pushing muscles in my arms were strong. 
But when I went to see Sandow perform, and saw him push up a weight said to 
be over 300 lbs. I immediately thought "that man is nearly five times as strong as I 
am." I was at an age when . I believed any darn claim that a stage-performer chose 
to make. 
After I got into the business of making weights, you can imagine my disillusion­
ment when I found out that the weight Sandow pressed on the stage was only a little 
over 200 Ibs.; that he used what is called the "bent-press method"-which is not a real 
lift. That when he lifted the way I had done, (or, as any other unskilled man would 
do) he could press up only 121 Ibs. So instead of being five times as strong as I was, 
he was less than twice as strong, in that particular direction. And he was called "the 
world's stl:ongest," and weighed, say, 190 lbs.; whereas I was by no means a "strong 
man" and weighed 135 lbs. 
That is just an example, but it will show YOll how some of these "strong men" 
get by. They get a weight overhead by some method requiring skill; and because it is 
several times as much weight as the average beginner can hoist, they claim they are 
several times as strong. 
For a while, records meant a lot to me; but the more I found out about how 
these records were made, the less they impressed me. As I continued in the business, 
I found myself getting more and more interested in help;ng men to get shapely and 
really strong; in helping them to improve their health and to increase their vitality. 
Finally I devoted my whole time to the body-building end of it. If adjustable weights 
are used in moderation, with trained judgmeut, they will increase a man's develop­
ment, if he is absolutely sound to start with. I have seen, in the past, some men make 
what seemed to be extraordinary gains in size and strength; but they could have made 
the same gains by other methods, and without any of the risks. And, I have seen hun­
dreds of men who gained only a little in measurements, and lost it as soon as they 
stopped slaving with the weights; still others who never gained a thing; and still 
others who have lately written to me and said that they "vere actually harmed. 
Please don't imagine it was a pleasant thing for me to admit that I was wrong; 
or that I did not fight and fight against the idea that most of my fanner heroes were, 
after all, only experts in doing strength tricks. No! I was just as stubborn as some of 
you. For a long time I couldn't bring myself to acknowledge that some men whom I 
had thought to be perfect demigods of strength, were actually no stronger, if as strong, 
as were many outdoor athletes, workmen and others. 
I recall that soon after I started, away back in 1902, a young fellow of my own 
size came to see me and told me that he could "put up" 175 lbs. with one arm. I said 
nothing to him, bllt to myself I said, "This chap is a liar! Why he is no bigger or 
heavier than I am. His arms are not even as big as mine." So I "called" him; asked 
him for proof, and to my intense astonishment he did it; bent~pressed a bar-bell which 
I had laboriously loaded up with shot ulltil it weighed 175 lbs. I suppose I must have 
shown my bewilderment, for he laughed and said, "Ooh, that is just knowing how. 
You are probably just as strong as I am." So we made a few tests, and found that ill 
straight pushing aloft, one hand or both, I could do almost as much as he could. 
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A month or two later, I took one of my few pupils (call him friend No.2) to. a 
photographer's. He had been llsing a bar-bell and had rapidly increased his records­
from a 75 lb. "put up" to 125 Ibs. He was a big fellow-a ISO-pounder, with an 
enormous chest and thick arms and had been big and strollg for years. Just outside 
of the photographer's we met friend No.1, the expert; and took him along. 
I had sent to the studio a dumb-bell weighted to exactly 125 lbs. Friend No.2 
leaned over, grabbed it in his right hand, heaved it to his shoulder, bent over just a 
little to the left, and pushed that weight slowly aloft. He had a struggle, but he did 
it by sheer pushing power. \lVe snapped the picture. Friend No. 1 rushed across 
saying, "lYIy heavens! You arc one of the strongest men I have ever seen! Why! That 
was wonderful!" Of course the other man was pleased, especially when I told him 
that No. 1 was an expert. 011 being urged the expert made a bClIt-press with the 
125 lb. bell. Stuck it up as though it weighed only 25 lbs. That in tum interested 
No.2, who said, "Say, how much can you lift that way?" "Oh," replied No.1, "I call 
bent press 175 lbs. or maybe a pound or two more. Rut that is different. If I could 
push up 125 lbs. by pure arm strength the way you did, I could 'bent press' 225 lbs." 
Many professional "strong men" have made a reputation just on that lift. People 
hear that so and so can "put up" 250 lbs. with one arm. Immediately these people 
compare him with themselves and figure because the professional can "put up" so 
much more thaJl they can, he can beat them equally badly at any other thing reqlliring 
strength-which is not the case. 
The best all-ronnd strength test I ever heard of, was the one \vhich used to be all 
annual event in Paris; a competition to sec which man could push the heaviest loaded 
wheelbarrow up a slight grade. Scveral times the most famous dumb-bell lifters 
entered, but I never heard that one of them was the victor. On the contrary, the 
winner usually was some husky workman or porter, who had a powerful grip and 
immense strength ill his back: and legs. 
In dead-weight lifting,-raising immense weight from the floor,-the profes­
sionals have no monopoly of the records. Now, if you are not informed on the sub­
ject, you might suppose that if a man could "put up" 250 lbs. with one arm he would 
not have the least trouble in leaning over, and grabbing hold of a thousand pound 
weight and lifting it as high as his hips. But they can't! When the test comes the 
average dumb-bell lifter can't raise as much weight off the groulld as many a laborer 
can. There is, I believe, an association of lifters who keep the records for raising 
weights. Also, I am informed, that in the stunt called the "dead weight lift," the 
so-cailed American Amateur Record is somewhere between 500 and 600 lbs. I venture 
to say that there are scores of laborers, foot-ball players, lumbermell and others who 
could do at least 500 lbs. and undoubtedly a few who could do 700 lbs. That is not 
guess work. I know. I am not denying that 500 lbs. is a good performance, or that 
the man who does it is strong. vVhat I am driving at is that the trained bar-bell and 
dumb-bell lifters are no better at it thall many untrained men. If you believe the claim 
that "weight-lifters and dumb-bell experts" are twice as strong as anyone else, then if a 
workman can lift 500 lbs. to his hips, the weight-lifter should do twice as much. 
Then consider weight-throwing; if these liftcrs are as terribly strong as they claim 
to be, why don't they go out and break all the records. In the last fortnight, two young 
middle-westerners, have each "put the shot" over 50 feet. Ask one of your weight­
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lifting heroes to go out and beat that. You will be told that "shot putting takes a lot 
of skill and practice. You got to be big and heavy and quick." You will be told that 
there is a "knack to it." Well, don't you suppose there is a "knack" to some kinds of 
lifting? 
Let me tell you another. Around about 1910, I had under observation a young 
man who was greatly enamoured of lifting, and who also had rather an exalted opinion 
of his own strength. Maybe he had reason to be, although he had an experience which 
rather shook his confidence. He had become able to "bent press" 210 lbs. with the 
right arm; very good, of course, for a lad weighing 160 lbs. Nevertheless he could not 
actually push up 80 lbs. in military fashion. But his friends had made such a fuss 
over what they called his wonderful arm-strength that the young man could hardly be 
blamed for considering himself something truly extraordinary. He carne to me one 
day and announced that he was going to break the world's record for putting the shot. 
I ventured to suggest to him that he was neither big enough nor heavy enough to beat 
the giants at that event. But he had a scheme to use a hollow sphere weighing only 
a few pounds; to learn to put that 50 feet; then to make it a pound or two heavier, to 
put that 50 feet and so on and so on. The scheme sounded good, but failed to work. 
My recollection is that he never became able to put the sixteen pound shot farther than 
41 feet. Now get this. I found that the same thing applies to the "p rogressi ve weight" 
system of training with bar-bells; which I may not have originated, but certainly did 
make widely known. It sounds great and I pinned my faith to it. The experience of 
thousands of pupils showed me that not one man in a hundred ever got anywhere near 
the goal of strength which he set for himself. Mere kids start out with the expressed 
determination to be a Sandow, a Cyr or a Saxon; positively sure that nothing but 
plugging away is necessary, and never get one-half as strong as they expect to be. I tell 
you I blame myself for propagating that idea. Give me credit at least for now trying 
to set people straight. 
Some twentysears ago (maybe thirty) there was at one of our largest universities, 
a student who created the then amateur record of "putting up" 205 Ibs. in one hand. 
He weighed only 145 lbs., but was a skillful "bent presser." The newspaper started 
to make a fuss about it. A reporter (who naturally knew no more than most people 
about the difference between a real push-up and a "bent press) wanted to boom the 
young lifter as "the strongest man in all the colleges." The lifter demurred, saying, 
"Oh! that is not true. Some of these big foot-ball men are far stronger. In a man-to­
man tussle they can handle me as the)1 would any other light-weight." "But," said the 
bewildered reporter, "you can put up 205 lbs., and they all admit they can't do it." 
To which the lifter, who was a modest, truthful and frank young gentleman, could 
only reply that the reporter did not understand that lifting was not all a matter of 
strength. 
It would be a good thing for lifting if all the "strong men" were so engagingly 
frank, instead of making lifting a mystery, and trying to get reputations from feats 
which seem more difficult than they really are. 
Again, I was once asked to settle an argument between a young athlete and his 
trainer. The lad was--I think-trying to become a fighter. He thought fighting 
was all a matter of strength. That the man with the thickest arms was bound to hit 
the hardest blow. So he had been using weights to make his arms bigger. Unfortu­
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nately, instead of using the exercises which might have helped, he made the mistake of 
judging his progress by the amount he could push up. Some one showed him the 
"bent press." He became able to do 150 Ibs. Meanwhile his trainer, a big, naturally 
strong man, was furious. He insisted that using the weights was making the boy slow. 
The boy retorted that he was far stronger than the trainer, he could "put up" 150 
Ibs. and the trainer could do only 100 Ibs. They had two solid dumb-bells, one weigh­
ing 100 lbs. and the other 150 Ibs. The lad bent-pressed .the heavier bell; the trainer 
could. not do that but could take the hundred and push it straight up. Vlhen the young 
fellow asked who was the stronger, on the showing made, I immediately said, "Your 
train er is very much stronger. 1 don't believe that you will ever be as strong as he is. 
But leave the weights out of it. Can rOll beat him in a tussle'?" The lad then ad­
mitted that the big man could grab him right above the elbows and hold him so that 
he could not move. When asked if he could do that, he answered, "Oh, no. He can 
break away from me as though I was nothing." "\Vhy then," I asked him, "do you 
think you are stronger?" The only answer was, ""Vell I can put up 150 Ibs. and he 
can't. " That is a sample of the way some lifters think. It is hardly their fault; they 
are encouraged to think that way. 
My stars, I knmv! I used to believe it like gospel. There was a time when to 
me the only "strong man" was the fellow who could "put up" hund reds of pounds of 
iron. However I got converted. It was the "strong men" themselves who disgusted 
me with weight lifting, especially those ones who admit that lifting is "all tricks"; who 
rejoice about the way they can "put it over" on an opponent, or on the uniformed 
public. 
I would be the last to deny that there are some very strong men among the lifters 
But many of them are lifting because nature fitted them for it-not because the use oi 
bar-bells made them strong. Not so long ago a young German drifted into my town, 
and made his headquarters at a local gymn. Almost immediately I was told that he was 
a great lifter; and was invited to inspect him. I found him to be in some respects the 
best I had ever seen. A tremendous chap with silky, smooth muscles. At lifting he 
,vas a treat; had absolutely perfect style. He weighed 215 Ibs. and was far faster than 
any of the bulging-muscled "slow pressers." An exhibition was arranged and he broke 
a couple of world's records. (You can be assured that I had an official to test the 
scales; weighed the stuff in front of the audience; sa\v that he actually did the lifts; 
and had creditable witnesses take oath that they had seen the lift and the scale 
inspection. ) 
I was enthusiastic. I wrote a couple of magazine-articles about the athlete; 
saying just what I found him to be-a strong and a great lifter. Shortly thereafter 
a weight-lifting concern ran an advertisement in a magazine and said that this man 
was a product of their system; as though he had been a pupil; whereas, it had only 
been a few weeks since they fi rst heard of him. The athlete came to me very much 
disgusted. "l11r. Calvert," he said, "why do th ey do that ? They advertise that 1 got 
strong br practicing their system. It is a lie. Wlty! 1 was always strong. 111y people 
have always been th e strongest in my section of the old cOllntry. I uud weights, it is 
true. 1 learned how to lift them for sport; but I was very strong years before 1 ever 
saw a bar-bell. Can't YOlt stop them ?" Unfortunately I couldn't. It was out of my 
jurisdiction. 
A year or so ago that same man came to my office, said that he thought of going 
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into the teaching business, and wanted me to help him get up a "course." "You see," 
he said, "I canno t speak English any too well, and I have never written for publication. 
I could tell you about my exe1"Cises, and you could write them up so that people could 
understand how to do them." I would have liked to help him, but for one thing I was 
too busy, and for another I had already determined not to advocate lifting even indi­
rectly. I told him so. But he said, "1I1r. Calvert, I am not going to teach heavy
weight exercise. Weights! You must NOT use them to get strong. You can use them 
AFTER you are strong, if you -want to test your strength. Weights are not for eVe1"y­
body." 
\Vhich was exactly what I had found out myself. It took me a long vvhile, I 
admit, but it finally got to where I would have been no better than a criminal to advo­
cate heavy-exercise after I had found out what it would do. 
Here is my position. The average weight-lifter is no st1"Onger ill the back than 
are many workmen. He is no stronger in the legs-not as strong-as many outdoor 
athletes. His one claim to superiority lies in the fact that he can lift more weight at 
arms-length overhead. (I'll tell you more about that in the "scientific lifting" section.) 
But are his arms so strong? If you know a lifter make him demonstrate that arm­
strength. Say to him, " you say that a lifter's arms are vastly stronger than other peo
ple's arms? The record for throwing a baseball is about three hundred and forty f eet . 
Here is a baseball. Let's see you throw it four hundred feet." Make him show how 
far he can throw it. Introduce him to a sixteen-pound shot, and ask him to make a put 
of sixty feet; so that you can see how much stronger his arm is than those of these 
husky college athletes, who put it only forty-five or fifty feet; make him show you. 
Or, ask him if he can do a simple feat of arm-strength, such as "chinning" himself with 
one hand. Don't let him say, "Oft, I can do that easily." MAKE HIM DO IT. If 
he comes anywheres near fifty feet with the shot put, or three hundred and thirty feet 
with the baseball, give him credit; he has a good arm. But if he can't, you might 
ask him what good his big arm-muscles are to him. 
No, sir! Weight lifters as a class are not stronger than others. A selected few 
are strong, and so are a selected few oarsmen, football players, weight-throwers, work­
men; and some non-athletes. The weight-lifting promoters may tell you that the best 
weight-lifter is the strongest man, but they can't make me believe it. I have alw'ays 
been interested in strength; but I have tried to keep an open mind. I have seen strong 
men-wonderfully strong men-in all walks of life, and in all varieties of sport and 
work. I have seen big football-players whose magnificent physique and appalling 
strength simply made me gasp. I have seen workmen, famous prize-fighters, and mem­
bers of athletic clubs, who were terrifically strong men; not strong arms only, but 
strong MEN; big, shapely, healthy, vital men. If you tell me that they are not strong 
because they cannot do some particular "scientific" lift with a dumb-bell-you will 
only make me laugh. 
Excessive Arm and Shoulder Development as a 

Handicap to Speed 

Did you ever hear of a prize-fighter training with heavy dumb-bells? (I did; once. 
The man lost.) Suggest the use of heavy-weights to a trainer of fighters, and he will 
tell you that a fighter dare not touch a weight for fear of becoming slow and shoulder­
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bound. I used to think that was blind prejudice, but it happens to be the truth. A 
boxer must have the ability to move his arms with lightning-like speed. If his muscles 
are the least stiff in action they are correspondingly slow in movement; and slowness 
spells defeat. You can't hit hard if your arm moves slowly; in that case it becomes 
more like a push. The force of the blow comes from the speed of the movement, and 
the weight behind it. Multiply the speed by the weight and you get the result. There 
was a time when boxers practiced with 25 pound and 50 pound dumb-bells. There 
was a time when they used, as punching bags, sacks filled with a half-hundred-weight 
of sand. When they discarded the dumb-bells they likewise discarded the heavy sand 
bags; it was found that both were conducive to slowness. I contend that weight­
lifters cannot hit any harder than the boxers can, if as hard. Likewise I contend that 
very few weight-lifters can throw a baseball either very far or very fast . Perhaps 
you think that has nothing to do with strength; if so, it is because you think that 
strength has to do only with slow forceful movements. It might pay you to study the 
kind of strength which comes from speed. I knew a young lifter who was sure that he 
was invincible because he could put up heavy weights. The bent press had him 
hypnotized. "Why," he said, "none of these fighters can put up a hundred pounds. I 
can do two hundred pounds. I bet you I can hit harder than any of them." So, it was 
to be fighting for him. It looked like easy money. I begged him to break into the 
game gradually; to try himself out in preliminary bouts. But No! That would be 
a waste of time. He was after big game, and was going to the top of the ladder in 
one jump. Somehow or other he persuaded the promqters to give him a trial. He was 
matched against an old pear-champion; a rather fair middle-aged fighter. I stayed 
away f rom the match; well knowing what was going to happen. The fighter took one 
look at his heavily-muscled opponent; walked around, saw his opening, and shot in one 
punch. That was all there was to it. The result was, that for weeks afterwards my 
acquaintances would stop me on the street, and smilingly condole with me on the terri­
ble thing that had happened to such a well known "strong man." Did that affect 
the demand for bar-bells? You bet it did. People hear the stories that weight lifters 
are so terribly strong, and when a lifter enters in some athletic contest (other than 
lifting) they are really curious to see whether he will overcome all his opponents by 
sheer force. When the strong mOan is defeated, the public chuckles. How do I know? 
Because I was the sufferer every time a strong man "got his." For example, some 
years ago I took up arms for Hackenschmidt; and boosted him as one of the strongest 
men and greatest of lifters. Gotch won from Hackenschmidt. It was a couple of 
months before the bar-bell business recovered from the shock. Some of you will say, 
"perhaps that match was a Barney." Perhaps it was; perhaps not. Probably it was 
as much on the level as are most contests between professional wrestlers, or profes­
sionallifters. Anyhow it eliminated Hackenschmidt; and gave an awful black eye to 
training with weights. 
But all that is "on the side" as it were. Why does excessive arm and shoulder 
development handicap speed? Because excessive ann development is produced only by 
one kind of exercise-namely, slow and forceful contractions; which increase the bulk 
of the muscles, and which make them stiff and slow. The aspirant for great strength 
is led to believe that to haye big arms is to be strong; that his biceps must measure so 
many inches. Let the word get around that you are lifting, and everyone who meets 
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you wants to see your arm. So you do everything you can to make your ann as big as 
possible, and to make the muscles stick out in lumps and ridges. "Curling" heavy 
dumb-bells makes the biceps grow rapidly in size. Pushing up moderately heavy 
weights a lot of times in succession will develop the muscles tnat straighten the arms, 
and those on the point of the shoulders. The trouble is that if the development is 
carried too far-the muscles made too thick-there arises a case of true shoulder-bind­
ing; the very size and inelasticity of the muscles renders it impossible to move the arm 
with great speed, or force. That is not calamity-howling on my part; but a true state­
ment of facts. The strength of an arm lies not just in size of its muscles, but in the 
energy and force with which you can move it. Shoulder-binding prevents you from 
using your arm as a "whip," or a '\ving." When you say that a ball player has a 
"grand ann," you do not mean that his arm is heavily muscled, but that he can put 
immense speed and power into a thro\v. Just exactly the same thing applies to a 
fighter's arm. He has to keep his shoulder-joint loose and flexible in order to move his 
arm rapidly. I know that about the worst advice you could give a ball player or 
boxer would be to tell him to exercise every day with even a fifty-pound dumb-bell. 
As for that, I would not advise a shot-putter to monkey with big dumb-bells. It might 
prevent him from getting his arm quickly away from his side; if he was the least bit 
slow in that respect his put would lack snap. 
It is only fair to say that heavy dumb-bell work is not the only kind of exercise 
will kill off speed by binding the shoulder joints. Heavy gymnastics will do the same 
thing. Go to a gym daily and work for a few minutes on the rings and parallel bars; 
and, if you know the right movements, you can thicken your arms and upperbody 
muscles at an amazing rate; and you can completely tie yours,elf up in the process. 
That is why apparatus work has little value as a producer of athletic ability, or of 
great strength. Those of you who are old enough, will admit that in the last genera­
tion there has been an immense change in gymnasium practice. Nowadays the Y. M. 
C. A. instructors, (and others in that line) give their pupils work to make them supple 
and agile; make them do exercises which benefit the lungs; which give speed and 
suppleness; which improve the tone of the digestive organs; rather than teach pupils to 
do showy stunts on the old-fashioned apparatus. Give those instructors credit. They 
are trying to turn out healthy, shapely and energetic men, rather than just to put 
muscles on their pupils' arms and shoulders. 
The same thing applies, in a somewhat different way, to the exercises which bar­
bell enthusiasts practice for leg development. During the last few years I have wit­
nessed the growth of a perfect craze for protruding muscles on the outside of the thighs. 
In order to get such muscles the strength aspirant will do countless repetitions of the 
"squat," while bearing a heavy weight on his shoulders, or in his hands. That does 
put muscle on the thighs, but usually on the wrong part. It thickens some of the 
thigh muscles, but it slows them up; just as pumping heavy dumb-bells slows up the 
anns. 
Why Are Parents So Bitterly Opposed to Heavy-Weight Exercise 
Parents! I might add wives, sisters, brothers and friends. Now, I am going 




vVhen you bought your bar-bell, did your father and mother applaud your decision? 
Or did they beg you not to take the risks attendant on using heavy-weights? Suppos­
ing you are older, married. Did your wife bubble over with enthusiasm when your 
bar-bell arrived? Or did she express regret and concern ? 
I have yet to meet the parents who did not wish to see their sons as shapely, as 
healthy and as strong as possible. Nor have I met a woman who wished her husband 
to be weak rather than strong. The reasons that parents and wives object to the use 
of heavy-weights is their concern for the health, and the physical integrity 0.£ their sons 
and husbands. When I was young I preferred to put that down to ignorance. I have 
I V learned better. Where there is so much smoke there is bound to be some fire. Lifters 
have broken their blood-vessels, have strained their hearts, have ruptured themselves 
and so on. 
lVIany parents object to foot-ball playing. Deaths have occurred on the foot­ I<'~ 
ball field, and there are dozens of injuries every season. Just the same, the objection 
of parents to their sons playing foot-ball, is mild when compared to the real fight they 
put up against the use of heavy-weights. They consider-and perhaps rightly-that 
the sprained ankles, wrenched knees, pulled tendons, bruises and bangs happening to the 
football player are of small account in comparison to the weakened heart, or the rup­
ture which may happen to the over enthusiastic weight-lifter. 
What is your opinion! Perhaps you have never thought much about it. If so I 
can tell you that a rupture is truly a life handicap. And a weakened heart virtually 
puts you out of anything active; you have to continually watch out for it; to avoid 
anything but mild exercise; and to live under an ever present menace. Are YOll sur­
prised that parents worry when they learn their sons are subjecting themselves to such 
risks? 
I hear that in some quarters they are asking, NHow is it that ]I,lr. Calvert did not 
lind out those things years ago?" l\1r. Calvert will be glad to tell you. In the first 
few years that I advocated weights, my customers were few. Although I then pub­
lished records of lifts, I never urged pupils in general to try for records. There were 
practically no competitions, or record attempting. I staged one or two little private 
matches; between tried and skilled men. Later on I started the custom of giving 
exhibitions; to- which pupils, and some outside experts and connoisseurs were invited. ! 'iII 
There was no admission charged. If there were expenses I paid them. (In my time 
it did not cost one nearly so much to be a bar-bell fan, as it costs the fans today.) 
At these exhibitions records were attempted; and sometimes made. Every lifter 
was a recognized star, an experienced man. I cannot recall but once having ever asked, 
or permitted, an inexperienced novice to demonstrate his strength. On one occasion 
(as related elsewhere) I allow.ed a stranger to try a very strenuous lift; and although 
he had never used weights in his life, he was so strong that he outdid all my prize 
experts--except one. 
Consequently, I had no accidents occur, and never even a strain; perhap~ because 
I never urged a man to overexert himself. Being constitutionally cautious, I didn't like 
to take the chance. Nlore than once I paid the expenses of a star lifter, had him make 
a trial before the audience, and saw him fail because of lack of condition, or ~trength; 
and have myself urged him not to try again. A new record would have been a fine 
advertisement; but what is ·a record when a man's safety is at stake. 
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Even at that there was many a time when I was worried, lest some experienced 
man should get carried away with enthusiasm, and injure himself beyond repair. 
Nowadays I don't attend lifting exhibitions. So what I am now going to say is, 
. I admit, hearsay. Men whose judgment and honesty I respect, come to me and tell 
me that, at the present exhibitions, half-grown boys are being urged to outdo each 
other at such body-racking stunts as the dead weight lift, where the compression of the 
abdomen is terribly dangerous. That a man was cheered-on to make a new record in 
the "wrestler's bridge" lift-in which the violent contraction of the neck muscles im­
pedes the return of the blood from the head. That in that particular case, the popping 
eyes and engorged blood-vessels in the lifter's temples made my informant fear his in­
stant death. I sincerely hope that such things do !lot take place. If such is the policy 
of the promoters, it is not just a mistake; it is a crime. 
During the last few years I was connected with the weight-lifting business, as a 
writer, correspondent, and advisor (whose advice was rarely taken), I could see my 
own confidence in weights getting less and less. I must have written thousands of let­
ters to strength-seekers and I wish you would show me one-over my signature-where 
I urged a pupil to o·ver-exert himself; or \..,-here I advised him to "go out after records." 
I can recall letters-hundreds of them-where I urged the pupils to reduce the ""eight 
used; to practice less often, and so on; but none where I tried to. make the pupil lift 
more and more weight as a cure for lack 0.[ progress. I became extremely conserva­
tive-too conservative to suit some of those interested. Old men, near the end of their 
tether, would ask me if they could possibly get back their lost youth and strength by 
mild weight lifting; and I ""auld hasten to disillusio·n them. (Any weak man of over 
sixty who attempts to use weights is, in my opinion, a fool.) I refused orders from 
12 and 13-year-old boys, saying that I would decline to handle such cases. I suppose 
that I got worse and worse. Fathers would bring in sons who were literally crazy to 
be strong. I would explain the proposition, and leave it up to them. Sometimes an 
order for a bar-bell was placed, and sometimes not. I never tried to persuade a man 
that lifting was "just the thing" for his half-grown boy. (That is the policy I had 
pursued when I ran the business myself (1902-1918). I may have lost a lot of sales, 
and foregone a lot of profit, but I gained ill the end. There are people-lots of them­
who have confidence in my judgment and honesty of purpose.) 
I recall one case of a customer who had been using a bar-bell for three months. 
He carne in and complained that instead of getting stronger he was getting continually 
weaker. So, as per custom, they sent him to me. One look showed me that he was a 
neurasthenic, if ever I saw one; an undersized, anaemic, wild-eyed youth; who, if he 
wanted health and strength, should have been spending hours a day in the open air, 
and taking relaxing exercise rather than the kind which required tensing of muscles and 
the expenditure of energy. I listened to him perhaps two minutes, and then asked him 
if he realized that he would become a nervous and physical wreck if he continued to 
use weights. I made him send back his weights and insisted that his money be re­
turned to him. I tell you, I would not, for worlds, have taken the responsibility of 
letting that poor boy use weights. 
I am constantly being reminded that it is not so long since I wrote a book called, 
"Super-Strength," which is practically all about lifting. So I did! So I did! They 
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won't let me forget it. Practically every day I get letters from men who say they 
"have read it five or six times"-"that it made them take up bar-bell exercise," etc., etc. 
Well! If you had read my earlier stuff on lifting you would perhaps have noticed 
how I had veered away from the record-breaking end of the game, to the body-build­
ing end. I don't own a copy of "Super-Strength" myself-haven't seen a copy in 
seventeen months-so cannot remember it word for word. But here is what I now 
believe-that anything in the way of body-building and strength creation which I said 
could be done by using weights, can be done just as well-and sometimes even better­
by other means. The results won't come so quickly; but what of it; they will last 
longer. I am through with this "get strong quick" stuff. 
After I withdrew from what is now called "The Iron Game," I plunged with real 
joy into that advocacy of posture and muscular habit which so annoys the advocates of 
violent exercise. I was in touch with quite a number of health and strength seekers­
many of whom requested me to take them as pupils. I simply couldn't. Since I do 
not believe in set courses, or programs, of exercise, or in so-called systems, how could I 
tell people that they must-every day-do this so many times, and that so many times. 
I did some advisory work. Men and boys would send me their photographs. 
I would, to the best of my ability, criticise their build, (or lack of it) ; and make what 
constructive suggestions thought necessary. For that they paid me a fee of $5.00. I did 
that for only a little while. 'Vhen I started my own magazine I had to abandon 
personal correspondence. 
Well, out of those who sent pictures was an eighteen-year-old boy; Oh! so lack­
ing in symmetry. He was poke-necked, flat-chested, round-backed, and loose-kneed. 
His frame \vas good enough; but he was allowing himself to get warped by slouching. 
The only thing he had was a pair of fairly developed biceps. Poor Kid! I am 
afraid he was bitterly disappointed in the letter I wrote him. Evidently he expected 
a lot of exercises which had to be performed every day, and which would cover him 
with muscle. Instead I assured him that if he would only learn to hold himself erect 
that his back would get flat; his chest would get high arched; and his neck round. 
Also I tried to show him how by walking with a firm stride, he could develop his legs 
and get rid of his over-hanging knee-caps. He never wrote me again, but his father 
did. He said that he kne\v that his son had sent me five dollars for a letter of advice; 
that he himself would have cheerfully paid me fifty dollars for that letter; that for 
three years he had been trying to impress those very things on his son, but that the boy 
would not listen to him. He ended by thanking me in a really heart-felt way. 
You can believe it or not, but I would rather have that letter than a dozen saying 
that the writer had gotten IS-inch biceps by using heavy-dumb-bells. It was such a 
pleasing change from the letters I had been used to-letters which said, "l don't seem 
to be getting as strong as I hoped to. So far I can only put up 80 lbs., and I want to 
put up 200 lbs. Letters from indignant mothers, asking that the money which their 
sons had sent in fOT dumb-bells be returned. Letters asking that the customer's bar­
bells be shipped in a plain box-"I don't want anyone to know that I am getting a 
heavy weight. I would be kidded too much." And worst of all-letters saying "Don't 
ship this bell to my home, but to this address, the home of a friend. lVIy parents don't 
want me to use weights and! am not going to let them know 1 have a bar-bell." Do 
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you blame me for abandoning weights. I don't blame the parents. A big biceps is 
dear at the expense of a strained heart, or a rupture. 
I started to tell you about the book "Super-Strength." I am not so pleased with 
it as some of its readers seem to be. Some time after it was published, I got a letter 
from one of the lifters whose pictures appeared in its pages; one of the boys in whom 
I had taken the greatest pride. He told me thatJ he had not lifted for a long time; that he 
was laid up with a high blood-pressure; that the doctors said he had to quit his exercise 
or take the consequences. 
And another of the "strong man," who at twenty had been a great lifter. 
They tell me that now, at thirty-three years old, he is not nearly as strong as he for­
merly was; in effect, that he is only the shell of a man wi thou t enough energy left to 
enable him to lift nearly as much as he used to. That is wrong-terribly wrong. If a 
man is strong at twenty, he should have even more rugged enduring strength at 
33 years. 
I find that the bad effects of heavy lifting do not always show at once-but after 
five, ten, or even fifteen years, the heart goes wrong; wears out before it should wear 
out. It took me years to find that out. I didn't know it until after my first crop of 
lifters had retired from active exercise. 
And then, there is one other effect of weight-lifting, which prejudices parents 
against that form of exercise. It is not peculiar to heavy-bar-bell exercise, but has 
been observed as a result of any form of exercise which develops the arms and upper 
body at the expense of the loins and legs. It is not a subject which should be openly 
discussed in a public print. Mr. Swoboda has discussed it rather freely in some of 
his circulars. It is a condition well known to experienced trainers; this piling up 
muscles on the arms and shoulders with a consequent sapping of vitality. 
Tricks of Lifting and Trickery of Lifters 
About 1911 I wrote and published a book called, "THE TRCTH ABOliT 'VEIGHT­
LIFTING." In it I told a lot about the unfair methods of professional lifters. It was 
the first expression of my resentment against the conditions which I found to exist in 
the lifting fraternity. I believe it helped the cause of amateur lifting; although un­
doubtedly it made me extremely unpopular with many of the professionals. 
I remember one stage-performer who protested quite violently. He was a little 
chap; so short in stature that he had, on his shoes, heels nearly two inches high. I saw 
his act. He had a trick scale; on which, after weighing himself, and the various parts 
of his bar-bell, he convinced the audience that the bell when assembled would weigh 
over 300 Ibs. And after he had put the bell together, he would gaily toss it to arm's 
length overhead. 
'Vell ; he was a finely shaped young fellow, with an attractive development; but 
he could no more have "put up" 300 Ibs. than I could. I wanted him to make some 
lifts with the bells in my show-room. He declined. I asked him why he made such 
ridiculous statements about his lifting ability. He said, "You don't understand me. 
I do not claim to be a strong man, but a showman. What difference does it make'? 
The audience does not know anything about lifting records. I give them a nice act, 
and they are satisfied." J list the same I noticed that he traded on his reputation of 
being a record-holder. The fact that the record was fictitious did not worry him. He 
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told me with great gusto, about the curiosity his scale excited, and how his professional 
rivals were always trying to find out the "secret," or the "trick," of his scales. He was 
rather flabbergasted when I produced from Illy library, a "Book of Mechanical l'vIove­
ments" and showed him the principle on which you can construct a balance-scale which 
will balance even if the weight in one pan is several times as heavy as the weight in the 
other pan. (He was exposed in England and, I believe, has forsaken the stage.) 
I could go on, and on, and tell you stories which would thoroughly disgust you 
with professional tactics. 1 got so disgusted fifteen years ago, that I vowed I would 
have nothing to do with any lifter or strong-man who faked his stuff. I devoted prac­
tically all my time to the body-building end of it; and finally got impatient with that. 
So much downright labor for such meagre results. Oh, yes. You have heard of some 
who got great results. Some! How many? A few dozen at most. '\That about the 
few thousands who slaved and struggled, whom you never heard of? I calculate that 
about one thousand bar-bells are sold every month. Where are the thousands of very 
strong men? 
About 1914 I was persuaded to help a man get together a "strong act." I paid 
the training and coaching expenses; provided the material, costumes, etc. Being a 
crank on the subject, I insisted that every stunt be a real lift; that the exact weight be 
announced. True, the act included a one-arm bent-press, but the showman had to lift, 
not a dumb-bell, but two men sitting on either end of a metal bar. Also there was a 
stunt of carrying three men seated on a bicycle, at arm's length aloft; and one of the 
pedals was removed; and, for it, was substituted an iron strap which fitted over the 
athlete's shoulder. At that it was hard work. There were several try-outs, but none 
of the managers would book the act. They told me that "the act was not sensational 
enough"-that audiences did not want to see "straight stuff"; that if I would change 
the act and substitute a lot of strength fakes-where the lifter claimed thousands oJ 
pounds, but actually lifted, or supported, only hundreds of pounds-they would "con­
sider it." I didn't. That was my first and last experience with stage stuff. (To the 
eternal credit of that particular "strong-man" let it be said that eventually he returned 
to me every cent I had advanced for his training and equipment.) 
'\Then this booklet was announced, I got an indignant letter saying that I would 
be a "bum sport" if I exposed the tricks of prnfessionaL "strong-men"; "that 1 knew 
that a stage performer had to ' fake,' because the audience did not care for straight and 
honest lifting." And concluding with the rather extraordinary statement that "deep 
down in your heart you /m o'W those things are legitimate." (In the same way certain 
concerns are circulating letters containing the statement that "deep down in his heart" 
Mr. Calvert still believes in heavy-weights. \Vhen I see those letters I know I have 
them on the run.) 
In the little old "Strength" magazine-not the present periodical of that name, 
but the one I published in 1914-1918-1 continually attacked faking and explained 
stage fakes. I still am against it. If theatre-goers prefer to see fakes, that is not my 
funeral. What I object to is stage-performers getting a spurious reputation for 
strength and then using that reputation to induce a lot of earnest, but uninformed, 
physical culturists to try violent exercise to their own harm. For years I did the best 
I knew how to popularize straight, honest lifting. Exposing fakes was part of my 
program. 
I suppose about every physical culturist knows that stage-performers use hollow 
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weights; that their acts are mostly supporting feats and that their claims as to the 
amount of weight supported and lifted are terrifically exaggerated. That everyone of 
them is billed as "The Strongest Man in the World." It is said that "they have to do 
it." Perhaps it is necessary-for them. I happen to be trying to show people, not how 
to become bar-bell lifters, or stage-performers, but how to become enduringly strong, 
and healthy, i1nd shapely. It will take some talking to convince me that I can best 
serve the public by saying "Ssh, Ssh," and by protecting the shaky reputation of a lot 
of precious fakers. Allyway, I am not the first. Professor Des Bonnet, of Paris, has 
always been a great advocate of straight stuff. In one of his books he shows the picture 
of a well known old timer doing a harness-lift; twelve men are standing on a platform 
and the athlete (?) on an upper platform had lifted the load a couple of inches off the 
floor. Des Bonnet had a note, saying, "Owing to the arrangement of the supporting 
chains, the athlete has to lift only a fraction of th e actual w eight." Des Bonnet 
always made a point of the difference between stage-stunts and actual lifting. 
Nothing angers the average stage strong-man so much as to publicly analyze his 
feats of strength. He considers that he has the right to fake. His only safety lies in 
making people think that he is the "one and only." Sometimes he invites people up 
to try his weights, but that is only so that he can make them ridiculous. On one occa­
sion a young friend of mine was so foolish as to accept the challenge of a "side-show" 
strong-man. The performer would lie on his back, pull over a 200 lb. bar-bell and 
push it to arms' length. ;\Jot a hard stunt, by any means. 1\1y friend was not only 
invited, but urged to try it. He was about to complete the press-had his arms almost 
straight-when the performer yelled, "0 II, he is going to drop it"; and rushed over, 
and under pretense of helping, actually threw his ·whole weight on the bell; and, of 
course, jammed it down so hard that the handle nearly caved in my friend's breast­
bone. vVhen the poor fellow, in intense pain, got up and staggered off the stage the 
performer said to the audience, "And he thinks he is stron.r;." 
You have probably heard of the "heavy-end" dumb-bell trick, of the bell with the 
mercury loose in the handle, of the substitution trick, where the stage-performer juggles 
with a hollow iron dumb-bell, and forces his competitor to use a solid lead bell of the 
same size, and of rolling one end of a bar-bell under a curtain and unloading it out of 
sight of the audience, etc., etc. 
To change the subject, did you ever hear of any two celebrated professional 
strong-men getting together and having a match. It has not happened in my time. 
True, there have been "matches" between minor strong-men; those in the show busi­
ness; but rarely in this country; so that the American public never hears of them. 
used to be asked to give them publicity. For example, a series of matches would be pro­
jected in this style. I quote the promoter's words, as I remember them. "I was to 
win the first match in T----. A second match was to be held in 0---­
at the other fellow's lifts, and he would win that. Then having 'worked it up,' a 
third match would be held in :M , the other fellow's home town, at still 
another set of lifts; and since my tricks are the best, I was bound to win." Just the 
same, you see, as in the fighting business. 
I have never seen a genuine competition between widely advertised strong-men. 
I have read challenges galore; heard defiances hurled back and forth; read long argu­
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ments over which lifts were to be performed; and then after a lot of publicity had 
been secured, seen the whole match quietly dropped. 
As I said before, not all the "strong-men" are like that. Some of them are really 
strong men as well as accomplished lifters. Of them, you rarely hear; since they are 
as modest as they are strong. They refuse to exaggerate their lifts, or to blow their 
own horns. Among that class I have many warm friends. I will tell you a good way 
to pick out a genuine strong-man. Such a chap is chary of making claims, and if he 
publishes his own picture, refuses to permit his photograph to be "retouched." 
On the other hand, you should discount all the claims of the professional who 
publishes pictures of himself, and has the photographs touched up--has muscles painted 
on his photograph-, so as to make his development seem much greater than it really is. 
A man who uses faked pictures is almost sure to make fake statements about his strength 
and measurements. 
Supporting Feats and Strength Illusions 
Two centuries ago a clever German athlete astounded European audiences by giv­
ing public performances of feats which seemed to require the expenditure of enormous 
strength. His stunts were based partly on the almost unbreakable resistance of the 
arch formed by the hip-bones; of taking advantage of the inertia of masses of rock 
supported on the body, etc., etc. 
Some of the tricks he invented are still used on the stage; and they go just as big 
as the day they were invented. 
Lie flat on your back, allow a 400 lb. slab of stone to be gently lowered on your 
chest and abdomen, and you will be amazed at how easy it is to support it. Put on the 
big block a small piece of stone weighing say 50 Ibs. and two men can smash the 
small stone with sledge hammers and you will hardly feel the blows. The inertia of 
the big stone absorbs the shock. 
Get yourself in the Human Bridge position, have a padded board rested on your 
knees and shoulder-points. Place a see-saw board across the first one-so that it is 
nearer the knees than the shoulders, and you can support a ton on the top board without 
very much trouble. Given the right kind of apparatus and you can hold together two 
teams of horses, pulling in opposite directions. All three of those stunts have been per­
formed by many "strong-men," and also by women who had little bodily strength. In 
theatrical parlance, they are tricks which "sell" well to the audience; but what in the 
world have they to do with strengthening your back, or increasing the size of your 
lungs, or of making you a real Honest-to-God athlete. 
I admit that some of the best "strong-men" have used tricks. Even the French­
man, Appollon, a true physical giant,-a man who for pure strength simply outclassed 
men like Saxon and Sandow,-used some tricks. One was to hold together two auto­
mobiles. He did it once too often. The accounts I read admitted that he was lit­
erally torn to pieces; and died in horrible agony in view of the audience. The expla­
nation was that "something went wrong" ;-which means that either he got entangled 
in the hidden harness, or that both of the chauffeurs accidentally went from neutral into 
gear at the same time. No man who ever lived can hold together two machines 
actually in gear, and anyone who believes it is, to put it kindly, a boob. 
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The So-Called Scientific Lifting 
But enough of professional tricks. They don't interest me, and I doubt if they 
interest you. I think you would like to hear something about competitive and record­
lifting as practiced by amateurs. 
Now, if a lot of husky young fellows wish to band themselves together and com­
pete at lifting heavy dumb-bells, it is no particular business of mine; except when they 
try and convince the public that they hold a monopoly of strength; that no one can 
possibly be strong unless he is a dumb-bell user. Then again, I am so convinced that 
a lot of young fellows are going to do themselves irreparable harm, that I think it only 
kind to put in a word of warning; you can take it or not, just as you please. Exercis­
ing with moderately heavy weights is one thing; this business of always using heavier 
and heavier ,,,,eights, of trying to force your development, of trying to make records, is 
another thing. 
Recently I was talking to a great friend of mine, who happens to be very strong, 
and also a very skillful lifter. I told him of an authenticated case, where a plumber's 
helper had, single handed, carried up a flight of stairs an immense radiator that 
weighed over 1000 Ibs. My friend said, "1 don't doubt it. But 1 wouldn't call him a 
strong man." "Well," I asked him, "could you do it." He replied, "No, 1 couldn't 
possibly do it." "Then," said I, "what is your de/inition of a strong-man." He looked 
at me rather astounded. "Why, a man who can lift big dunib-bells and bar-bells over 
his head." 
He was perfectly sincere; he meant it; always he had associated the term "strong­
man" with the use of heavy dumb-bells. I ask you, which is the most useful kind of 
strength-that of the mechanic, or of the dumb-bell lifter? .Which of the two had 
the greatest power? Which had the stronger body? WT'hich was the stronger man'? 
\Yhat I am worrying about, is whether you are similarly deceiving yourself. 
What does "Scientific Lifting" mean? Boldly, it means the substitution of skill for 
strength. 
\Yhen dumb-bell lifting first' started-maybe one hundred years ago-it was a very 
simple affair; merely a matter of pushing the weight aloft by pure arm-strength. Soon, 
some man discovered that by using a different position, or by bending at the waist, or 
by using his legs to give impulse, he could "put up" more than the other fellows. Today 
there are dozens of lifts; most of which are as much matters of skill as of strength. 
You read of a lift called the "one arm snatch." The present definition is that 
"the bar-bell shall be taken from the ground to arms' length overhead in one clean 
movement." That sounds as though the weight was actually lifted in one clean sweep 
from the floor to arms' length overhead. A man of average size, when he raises his 
arm aloft, has his hand about 6;1:2 feet from the floor. The snatch record is about 215 
Ibs. "Just think!" you say, "the man is so strong that he can lift 215 lbs. 6;1:2 fe et high 
in one motion." But he doesn't. If he is "scientific" he gives a heave which brings 
the weight about as high as his eyes, and then suddenly bends his knees, and sits on his 
heels so quickly that he can get his arm straight. It is more a matter of speed than 
strength. Just the same way you hear of what they call "clean lifting" to the shoulder. 
You hear of a man weighing 112 Ibs. lifting with one hand a bar-bell weighing 150 
lbs. or thereabouts. "Well," you say, "that little fellow must be strong, to be able to 
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lift that way. Why I tried it once and could only do about 75 lbs. and I weigh 
more than he does." Sure! Sure! But you did 1I0t know ho\v. You tried to lift the 
weight by bending your arm. These experts give a quick heave which brings the weight 
waist high; then they squat and "duck under" the weight. They don't lift it to their 
shoulder; they lift it waist high, and bring their shoulder down to meet the zceight. 
If you learn the trick, you can lift a lot of weight that way. But note this. It 
isn't a matter of becoming strong, but of learning the trick. The lifters grandilo­
quently call it "using science." 
Very seldom has a man ever "snatched" with one arm a bar-bell any heavier than 
himself. (Sometimes the bell does weigh a pound or two more than the lifter does.) 
If you know how, you can use your own body weight in a way that makes the iron 
weight rise a certain height from the floor. Then, if you are quick enough, yo~ lower 
your shoulder so far that you can straighten your arm. After the arm is straight, you 
straighten the legs, rise to the standing position with the bell held aloft and trium­
phantly say, "LOOK. Lo! Behold! I raised it clean to arms' length." 
The night that Henry Stienborn "snatched" 215 Ibs. for a record, he \veighed 
almost that much himself. And he used a bar-bell so constructed that the plates spun 
on the bar; so as to save any strain on his wrist. Undoubtedly Stienborn is very 
strong, but the marvel about his liftillg was the fact that he was so fast for a big man. 
When he lifted 345 or so lbs.-two hands-he yanked it as high as his waist, 
squatted on his heels and pulled the bell in to his chest. Then he stood up. Next he 
gave a heave with his arms and legs, shot the bell up about as high as his forehead and 
again squatted so quickly that he got his arms straight before the bell had a chance to 
drop. Then he stood up. A triumph of "scientific lifting," perhaps. But if you 
think he lift,ed the 345 lbs. all the way from the floor to the shoulders, or all the way 
from the shoulders to arms' length, you are mistaken. How do I know all that? 
\Vell, I judged the lift and made the drawings for the bar-bell. 
Now for the much discussed "one arm bent-press." The truth is that the lifter 
gets the bell to his shoulder and then holds it at that height while he worms and twists 
his body downwards until he is doubled over so far that the supporting arm is straight. 
Then, keeping the arm straight, he gradually gets his body erect. A real expert-what 
they call "a real scientific lifter" can "put up" more weight with one arm than he can 
slowly push up with both arms. 
See the vast opportunity for chicanery. A young chap is strong enough to make 
a genuine one arm push up with 50 Ibs. He puts himself in the hands of an expert 
lifter; if the young fellow can get the trick, it is quite possible that in a couple of weeks 
he learns to bent-press 100 lbs. The instructor, if he is unscrupulous, says, "See! I 
doubled that boy's strength in two weeks." \Vhereas instead of making him stronger, 
all he did was to teach him what is really a trick of gymnastics. 
Some men learn the bent-press very quickly. Others never learn. If your arms 
are of a certain length in proportion to your body it is ten times as easy to bent press 
as it is if your arms are too short. If a man has the least tendency to rush of blood 
to the head he runs a risk of getting a stroke of apoplexy every time he tries a bent­
press. 
I had a friend, who after years of training, could bent-press 160 lbs. He weighed 
180 Ibs. At his request I had him coached by an expel-t. In six weeks he increased 
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his record to over 200 lbs. He didn't get a bit bigger or stronger in those six weeks, 
because at the end he could do no more in allY "pure strellgth" lift than he could at the 
start. But he could do a lot more in the bent-press, because he had learnt the proper 
trick in place of his own faulty trick. 
On the European continent, the home of lifting, they absolutely bar the bent-press 
as a lift. They consider it a trick, a gymnastic feat, and deny reputation to the lifter 
whose sole stock in trade it is. On the other hand, in England, they think that the 
bent-press is something wonderful. When Sandow first did 250 lbs. in that style they 
solemnly presented him with medals. Later on English lifters beat Sandow's record. 
But when Saxon, another Germall, came along and did something over 320 lbs. in a 
bent-press, the English immediately hailed him "the strongest man in the world." In 
Germany (his own country), in Austria, and in France, Saxon was considered a very 
good-all-round-lifter and a specialist at the bent-press ;-but that is all. The European 
lifters rate two-arm lifts as the real test of strength; and why should they give the palm 
to Saxon, when it was a matter of every day knowledge that in the city of Vienna alone, 
there were four men who could easily outdo Saxon's best efforts in two-arm lifting. 
The trouble is that the English, with all their good qualities, are intensely insular 
when it comes to athletics. If a man does a great stunt in England, he is wonderful. 
Oh! Wonderful. Whereas he might have done even greater lifts in Europe before his 
arrival in England and the English will never have heard of him. 
The English are great athletes in some lines-especially wonderful in long dis­
tance rowing and walking-but as lifters they do not class; barring that one trick stunt, 
the bent-press. 
The English lifting association recognizes about forty lifts. Their record books 
are studded with "world's records" in Ii fts that no other country practices to any 
extent. I never heard of an English lifter getting 325 lbs. aloft in a two-ann lift­
which mark has been exceeded by a number of Germans, French, Austrians, Russians 
and other European lifters. 
English athletes have always been more or less a puzzle to me. They seem to be 
divided into two physical classes. They produce oarsmen, cricket players, track men of 
the first class-scores of them; big, rangy, beautifully built, finely proportioned men; 
wonderfully fast, strong and enduring; but none of them lift dumb-bells. Then 
there is a·nother physical type, short, stocky and rather heavily-muscled. Some of them 
"go ill for lifting" and to my mind, while they make wonderfully skillful lifters, they 
don't become strong men. 
The pity of it all is that the American Association has apparently swallowed the 
English school of lifting hook, line and sinker. It really is a pity. I see less merit 
in the English style than in any other national style of lifting. 
I note that the Americans are copying the English in their idolization of Saxon. 
Perhaps that is not extraordinary, since the lifting situation in America is now con­
trolled by a Briton. I have been reading a "record book" published by the American 
Association. I got quite a kick out of it. I noticed, for one thing, the statement that I 
had requested the author to form the association. That was news to me. My recollection 
is that time after time I was urged to sponsor such an association and always declined; 
that it was suggested to me "that of course I would be president," and I de~lined again. 
In fa.ct,. I wrote an article for their own magazine, mentioning the formation of the 
associatIon and plainly stating that I was not connected with it. 
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Another thing that I noticed was the praise of Sa.'(on with the statement that, 
"it is a pity that he was not offered inducements to lift more-he could have broken all 
his records." Rich, isn't it? I suppose financial inducements are meant. Imagine 
that. A few world's records to his credit are the greatest advertisement a "strong-man" 
can have. It seems to be suggested that Saxon would have made records if he had 
been paid to do so. Well, I suppose he might at that. Once I got a letter from a 
well known English lifter saying that he would create a new British record of 300 
Ibs. in the bent-press,-if a purse of £100 ($500) was subscribed; that I was a well 
known patron of lifting; and wouldn ' t I put up one-fifth of that amount? 
Another time, being really curious, I asked one of our stage-performers to dem­
onstrate one of his best lifts. The answer was that he would, if I would put up a 
suitable cash prize. 
But about Saxon; he was a strong man,-a very strong man,-though noways 
near the strongest. Where do they get that "strongest man" idea? The strongest 
man ought to hold all the Ii fting records. Saxon holds two or three out of thirty; and 
all three are variations of the bent-press. Saxon was a fine bar-bell lifter and a strong, 
sinewy individual. Just the same I doubt if he was a bit stronger all round than Jim 
Jeffries was at 25 years of age, or stronger than any of a selected dozen of our famous 
football players. 
Here is something that may astonish you. Back around 1906 I used to subscribe to 
several European papers dealing with lifting. About that time a Frenchman, named 
Jean Francois, made a one-arm swing of 199~ Ibs. (which is only about 4 pounds less 
than the present world's record). In commenting on the new record, Stolz, the Ger­
man authority, said, "The extraordinary thing is that this new heavy-weight lifting 
record was created by a man who never practices anything but light exercises." I thought 
to myself, "Oh! That can't be true. It takes an habitual user of big dumb-bells to make 
strength records." Recently I asked Arco about it. (He used to pal around with all 
the European lifters.) I said, "Otto, did you know Jean Francois Le Breton." He 
said, "Oh, yes, intimately." I asked, "Is it true that he got his strength by practicing 
only light exercise?" He answered, "Oh, yes, positively. Why, Mr. Calvert, over 
there none of the lifters train all the time \vith weights the way they do over here. 
They build themselves up and keep in trim with light work and then, being full of 
energy, they go every once in a while to some gymnasium or club where they have 
weigh ts and try themselves out. If you keep pumping away at weights all the time you 
burn yourself out." 
In his monumental work on bodily exercise, Fernand LaGrange, speaks of ac­
quired skill in the performance of gymnastics as follows: "The trapeze, the ,horizontal 
bar and the rings, are things on which feats of skill are done, rather than work, in the 
mechanical sense of the word. Many pupils spend months in learning a breast or a 
balance, and when they discover the method, the muscular trick, they do all at once 
with the greatest ease the muscular action which the day before seemed to' be beyond 
their strength." Well, weight-lifting is exactly like that. Get the knack of doing a 
bent-press and all at O'nce you do 25, 50 or 75 Ibs. more than you did the day previous. 
Learn the art of "timing" a weight, and master the knee-bend, and you can add pounds 
and pounds to your records in lifts like the swing, the snatch, and the jerk. You 
haven't added any to your strength; simply learnt a style which let you improve your 
record. Any experienced man can teach you the tricks; it doesn't take a genius. 
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A strong workman may lift 450 Ibs. in a dead-weight lift. Show him the best 
method, and it is entirely possible that in a week he will be lifting 500 Ibs. His strength 
does not increase in that week. You show him how, that is all. He could turn 
around and show you tricks of using a pick and shovel, which would make you more 
efficient in handling these useful implements. 
If I can take a man who is so weak in the back and legs that he can raise only 
200 Ibs. to the hips in a dead-weight lift; then not let him touch the weight again, 
but make him live, !and move, and breathe in a way that makes him bigger arid stronger 
and more energetic; and then at the end of six months see 'him raise 400 Ibs. in a dead­
weight lift at his first attempt, I think I would have done something for that man; 
literally doubled his strength; but I couldn't do it with weights, or by any formal sys­
tem of exercise. If I made him slave with weights I would sap his strength instead of 
increasing it. 
I cheerfully admit that this scientific lifting does appeal to some people; of the 
kind who like to amaze and mystify the crowd. Still, I can ' t see what appeal scientific 
lifting has for the man who is seeking to get stronger, healthier and more robust of 
body. Enduring health appeals to the majority more than do lifting tricks which "make 
the rubes open their eyes." 
Well! All the foregoing may have pleased you, or it may have made YOll very 
angry. Anyway, I will venture to say that it gave YOll some new ideas about lifters and 
lifting. And even if it rubs you th,e wrong way right Ilow,-even if you vehemently 
combat everything that I have said,-you will find that after {/ while you will admit 
th e truth of my remarks. Do YOll know that I welcome this controversy. So far I 
have heard no arguments from the other side. All they seem to do is to call me 
names; to pretend that I am not sincere, that 1 am only a theorist, etc., etc. 
They can call me any names they please, if it will only induce some of you fellows 
to thoroughly investigate the merits aud demerits of heavy-weight exercise before )1011 
attempt it. 
A fonner lifter, and an ex-member of the lifting association, wrote me and said, 
"jll/I'. Calvert, you have 110 idea of th e scurrilous things th py are saying about you." 
I told him not to worry to defend me. I did not need it. Not one who knows me 
believes those statements, and the others don't count. To any of my oId former bar­
bell pupils who read this pamphlet, I say the same thing, "Don't defmd me. Defend 
tl/{: other fellows ; they are the oll('swho are tloing th e 'Worrying." 
This is not a national issue-merely a petty squabble. A few hundred devoted 
dumb-bell enthusiasts arc terribly aggrieved because I say that heavy-weight exercise 
is not the thing for weak, undeveloped men and boys, and they are venting their spite 
by calling me names. It probably cases their feelings and does not hurt me. 
I promised YOli a pamphlet of 10,000 words. How many are here? Count them. 
Probably 14,000; and I had to leave out a 100t which I could have told YOll. Why 
worry-this war has just started. It is not a bad thing to have a lot of heavy artillery 
10 reserve. 
In closing it strikes me that I hpve allowed myself to drift into a discussion of 
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competition and exhibition lifting as practiced, and have given you few facts about the 
real dangers of heavy-weight exercise. They will have to wait. 
Bodily strength is something that I feel that I know something about. About 
symmetry and proportion I have quite a little fund of knowledge. Between the two, 
I prefer symmetry of build and beauty of form to mere slow, brute strength. The rea­
son I first got into the heavy-weight exercise was because I thought it was the one form 
of exercise which gave a man a figure of classical beauty. I had a real ambition to 
show people how to develop bodies which would equal the classic Greek ideal in beauty. 
But caine to think of it, the Greeks never used heavy-weight bar-bells and dumb-bells; 
or, if they did, athletic history has failed to melltion it. I got fascinated with the old 
story of how MILO had built up his strength by carrying a calf on his shoulders; and 
repeating the process daily until the calf grew to be a bull. I tried to adapt that prin­
ciple to progressive heavy-weight exercise, and gave the Greek athlete's name to the 
first company ever formed ill this country for the manufacture of heavy dumb-bells. 
But listen to this. The old legend concluded by saying that after the buH grew up, 
old Milo killed it with one blow of his fist, and ate the whole animal at olle meal. 
The last part of that story is undoubtedly a lie; maybe the first part of it also was a 
fairy tale. 
vVhen in 1902 I started to preach the gospel of heavy-weight exercise, My! What 
a howl went up from the mail-order instructors who sold paper "courses" of instruc­
tion. The physical-culture public was warned against me; was told that my system 
would inj ure people; make them muscle-bound, slow, and probably inj ure their hearts. 
(And at that they were probably right, and I was too stubborn to admit it.) \Vhere 
then were all these present valiant defenders of heavy-weight work? There weren't 
any. 1 had to fight my battle sillgle-handed. The only instructor of that time who 
had a kind word for me was Mr. Von Boeckman. But I stuck-if I do say it myself 
-until I had enlisted a few thousand supporters. As the years rolled by I had the 
satisfaction of seeing one mail order instructor after another start to make bar-bells as a 
side line, so they could get ~ome share of the demand for weights which I had created. 
Sounds kiml of conceited, doesn't it? I am not particularly proud of it. Actually, I 
regret that I wasted tWCllty years in advocating weights. 
But cOlltroversies, you see, are nothing new to me. Like Blaikie, like Roberts, 
and some others, I started by advocatillg heavy exercise and end up by warning people 
against it. I have seen Cyr and Saxoll die in their forties; Sandow and Irving pass 
out in late middle life; and, I grieve to say, some of the stars af ten years ago show un­
disputable evidence that they are slipping. 
I tell you, from the dejlth of my convictions, that training with weights is wrong. 
It puts muscle on the upper body-big muscles-sometimes huge muscles; but unless 
great caution is observed it saps a man's vitality. The energy which should be stored 
lip as a reserve is diverted into the creation of, what many highly intelligent trainers 
regard, as abnormal mllscular development. This lessenillg of vitality converts some 
lifters into old men (in one respect), ill early middle age. If I wanted to be unkind, 
I could give you the names of four well known "muscle men," none of them past fifty 
and one a mere youth, who are today safely confined in insane asylums. 
Each and everyone of them literally went cl'azy in their effort to cover their 
bodies With huge muscles ; it was not just the effect of the physical overwork, but what 
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is apparently a peculiar mental condition resultant upon the diverting of physical 
energy, and the anti-aphrodysiacal effect of excessive exercise and cultivation of the 
muscles on and around the upper extremities. 
The first symptom of the troublt: (as I have ohserved it) is an access of megal­
mania (excessive egotism) , of conceit carried to a disgusting degree. The poor fellows 
became enamoured of their own muscular development, display thei r muscles to every 
one they meet, talk of nothing else, and soon get into a mental state where they are 
convinced that they are the most remarbble of men (simply on account of their 
muscles) ; and insist on everyone else bel ieving the same thing; alld frolll that to 
actual mania-insanity-seems to he only a step. 
All the twenty years I was in the business of teaching heavy-weight exercise I had 
the depressing feeling that I was always on the defensive. Friends, acquaintances. 
athletes, and trainers, all wanted to know how it was that I had cOlllmitted I1lYscl f to 
such an outmoded and dangerous form of training. I used to feel that out of 100 
people, 99 were dead against heavy exercise. Now that I am advocating posture and 
habit to create symmetry, proportion, speed, suppleness and endurance, I am gratified to 
find that 99 out of 100 people agree with me. 
This country is enthusiastic over athletics-sports and games. People admire 
strength-they crave health, and they positively worship beauty of body and athletic 
ability. 
Rut the same people who are so enthusiastic about our great dallcer~, ball-players, 
tennis players, prize fighters, and track athletes, are utterly inoifferent-if not positively 
antagonistic-to weight-lifting. The gl'eat majority of the athletically-inclined, and 
almost the entire mass of the non-athletic, hold the opinion that the bulgillg-muscled 
heavy dumb-bell lifter belongs in the side-show; along with the fat woman, the living 
skeleton, the bearded lady, and the tattooed man. If you doubt that, just ask your 
family and friends their opinion all the subject. 
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